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Abstract--The neutrino factory cooling system will consist
of a long series of superconducting solenoids with a
warm bore of 1.2 meters.  In order to minimize the cost of
the 200 to 300-meter long solenoid muon-cooling
channel, the solenoids must be fabricated so that their
mass is minimized.  This report discusses how one can
model the stress, strain and quench behavior of these
large solenoid sections by building one-third to one-half
scale models of the magnets.  The cost of building and
engineering the scale model magnets is a small fraction of
the cost of fabricating a full-scale magnet section.  This
report discuses the limitations of the scaling approach as
well as the types of superconducting solenoids for which
the modeling technique is suitable.  

I.  INTRODUCTION

The muon collider and neutrino factory will have hundreds
of meters of large superconducting solenoids to carry pion and
muon beams.  These solenoids will be located in the phase
rotation section downstream from the target, the muon
cooling sections and some of the pre-acceleration sections of
the machine[1,2].  Figure 1 shows a typical Super FOFO
cell, with a flux reversal in the liquid hydrogen absorber.  The
large superconducting coils must fit around the 200 MHz RF
cavity.  This means the warm bore diameter of the large
solenoid is about 1.2 meters.  The role of the liquid hydrogen
absorbers is to reduce the longitudinal and transverse
momentum of the muons.  The RF cavity restores
momentum in the longitudinal direction without introducing
much transverse momentum.  

Figure 1.  Typical Super FOFO Muon Cooling Section
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Since there are many of these solenoid sections, it is
desirable to minimize their cost by minimizing the material
in the solenoid magnet sections.  This means that the
superconducting coil will operate above the cryogenically
stability limit.  The solenoidal coil will carry the magnetic
stress and it must quench safely

This report describes the rules for building working scale
models of superconducting solenoids that can be used for a
variety of applications from high-energy physics to medical
imaging.  This report describes the types of solenoids that can
be modeled and those that can not be modeled.  Scaling rules
for stress and quench protection are presented.

II.  WHY MODEL SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOIDS?

The short answer as to why one would build working
models of superconducting solenoids is to save money during
the magnet development process.  The following cost
equation explains why modeling can be attractive[3]:

C(M$) = 0.53M(tons)0.75
-1-

where C is the cost of the magnet and its cryostat in millions
of US dollars, and M is the magnet coil and cryostat mass in
metric tons.  From equation 1 it is clear that a half-scale
model that has about one-seventh of the mass of a full-scale
model will cost about 23 percent of the cost of the full-scale
magnet.  A one-third scale model will have about one-
twentieth of the mass of the full scale model and will cost
about 11 percent of the cost of the full-scale magnet.  It
should be noted that the cost equation given above includes
engineering as well as fabrication.

Before a magnet development program uses scale models,
it should be pointed out that there are certain limitations to
scaling solenoid magnets.  Scaling appears to be a useful
under the following circumstances[4]:  1) The size of the
largest coils in the full-scale solenoid system should be over
1-meter in diameter.  The thickness of the large diameter coils
should be determined by stress in the coils and the coil
support structure.  2) The cross-section area of the stress
carrying parts of the coil (the conductor matrix material and
any support structure for hoop forces) should be at least five
times the area of the superconductor.  This means that the
stresses in the model conductor will be similar to the stress in
the full-scale coil and its support structure.  3) The cross-
section area of the coil insulation should be less than 15
percent of the total cross-section area of the coil and support
structure.  Magnet coil insulation has a much lower elastic
modulus and a lower yield stress.  One wants the cross-
sectional area of both the full scale magnet and the model
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magnet to be dominated by conductor matrix material and
support structure.  4) The void fraction of the coil and its
hoop force support structure should be small.  Voids in the
coil and support structure contribute to a redistribution of the
coil stress.  One wants the stress in the model magnet to be
distributed in the same way that it is in the full-scale magnet.
5) Scale model magnets may also be useful for large MHD
type dipoles where the full-scale model superconductor has a
copper to S/C ratio of at least six.  The construction of model
magnets appears to be a useful technique for large potted
solenoids, such as detector magnets and the solenoids used for
muon cooling.  Other applications might include solenoids
used for full body MRI and magnetic separation.

III. MODELING STRESS IN S IMPLE SOLENOIDS

The simplest type of solenoid is an infinite solenoid or a
section of an infinite solenoid.  In this type of solenoid, the
peak induction in the coil and the central induction are the
same.  The induction outside the coil is zero.  The induction
Bz in an infinite solenoid is given as follows:

Bz = 0nI , -2-

where nI is the number of ampere turns per meter and µ0 is
the permeability of air.  The current density in the winding J
is uniform along the length of the solenoid.  For a given coil
thickness t, the value of J is as follows:

J =
nI

t
=

Bz

0t
. -3-

Since the magnet behaves as a magnetic pressure vessel,
the average stress in the coil σ is as follows:

=
PmR

t
=

Bz
2

2 0

R

t
, -4-

where Pm is the magnetic pressure and R is the average coil
radius.  

For a thin infinite solenoid where t<<R, the peak
potential stress or BRJ stress is two times the average stress.
The BJR stress would be the peak stress in the coil, if the
region of the coil at the peak field point were mechanically
de-coupled from the rest of the coil.  The BJR stress is not
real for solenoids, with conductors that are mechanically
coupled.  Thick coils that are not well coupled mechanically
(cryogenically stable coils with flexible spacers) will have a
peak stress approaching the BJR stress.  R in this case is the
radius of the point where the peak induction B (parallel to the
solenoid axis) occurs.  J is the coil conductor current density.

The stored energy per unit length E can be calculated with
the following expression:

E =
Bz

2

2 0

R2
. -5-

By comparing equations 4 and 5 one can see that there is a
direct correlation between the stress in the winding and the
stored energy per unit length.  As a result, the following
scaling expressions are true:

=
E

Rt
, -6-

t =
Bz

2

2 0

R
, -7-

and J =
BzR

. -8-

Equations 6, 7, and 8 suggested that for a given design stress
in the winding, the thickness of the coil t must go up as the
induction B squared and the coil radius R.

From the equations above, the scaling laws for large
solenoid magnets based on stress can be established.  When
one scales the magnet, one wants to operate the scale model
at the same level of stress as the full-scale magnet.  This
means that the physical thickness of the conductor in the coil
t is proportional to the average coil radius R.  For a given
level of stress in the coil conductor σ, the current density in
the coil conductor J must be inversely proportional to the coil
average radius R.  (Note: the support structure stress is correct
if its thickness also scales with the conductor thickness.)  The
bottom line is that the conductor and support structure
dimensions must scale with average coil radius.

Two factors affect coil scaling at constant stress.  The first
is the normal metal to superconductor ratio in the conductor.
The area of the superconductor does not scale.  If the full-scale
coil has 10 percent of its cross-section superconductor, a half-
scale model must have 20 percent of its cross-sectional area
superconductor in order for the coil to reach its design
induction with the same margin along the load line as the
full-scale coil.  For coils made with Nb-Ti conductor, the
modulus of the coil is not greatly affected by the normal
metal to superconductor ratio.  Nb3Sn coils are different.  

The second factor in coil scaling is the coil insulation.  In
general, one can not reduce the thickness of the insulation as
one scales the coil and conductor dimensions. The coil
insulation may have a greater effect on scaling than does the
superconductor. The effect is small provided the conductor
thickness is scaled with R and the insulation is less than 20
percent of the total coil area in the full-scale magnet coil.  

IV.  SCALING OF THE CRYOSTAT

To first order, the metal portions of the cryostat vacuum
vessel scale as the metal portions of the superconducting
coils.  One can prove this by looking at the equations for
calculating the thickness for a solenoid warm bore tube t1 and
the thickness of the outer vacuum vessel t2.  The following
expressions can be used to calculate t1 and t2[5]:



t1 = 2
PoR

u

-9-

andt2 = 1.43
Po LR1.5

E

 
  

 
  

0.4

-10-

where Po is the pressure outside of the vacuum vessel; σu is
the ultimate stress for the cryostat vacuum vessel material, L
is the length of the vacuum vessel, and E is the modulus of
elasticity of the cryostat vacuum can material.  

From equation 9, one can see that t1 is proportional to R.
From equation 10, one can see the t2 is proportional to R
provided L scales along with R.  The only thing that does not
scale with R is the space needed for the cryostat insulation.

V.  THE EFFECT OF QUENCH PROTECTION ON SCALING

The second design condition one must consider when
building a scale model of a superconducting solenoid is the
quench protection of the magnet.  The quench protection
criterion is the hot spot temperature TM for the coil.  This
temperature in generally limited by the insulation on the
wire, thus the maximum design value for TM = 400 K.  The
hot spot temperature criteria is governed by integrated current
density function which in turn is governed by the specific
heat over resistivity integral from 4 K to TM.  The integrated
current density function F* takes the following form[6,7]:

F* =
C(T)

(T)
4

T M

∫ dT =
r +1

r
J 2(t)dt

t =0

∞

∫ , -11-

where C is the volume specific heat; ρ is the resistivity of the
matrix material; r is the normal metal to superconductor ratio
for the conductor; J is superconductor plus matrix current
density; T is temperature; and t is time.  F* relates the
physical properties of the conductor to the current density
integral with time.  F* is a function of the conductor matrix
material and TM.  For example F* for TM = 400 K for copper
RRR =100 is 17x1016 A2 m -4 s, and F* for TM = 400 K for
aluminum RRR =1000 is 7.6x1016 A2 m -4 s.

The value of F* determines the exponential L/R time
constant τ for a safe quench and it determines the EJ2 limit for
the magnet section, once one knows the coil design current I
and the discharge voltage during a quench V.  The values of
the safe quench L/R time constant τ, and the magnet EJ2

limit can be calculated using the following expressions:

=
2F *(TM)

Jo
2

r

r +1
-12-

and EoJo
2 = VIF *(TM)

r + 1

r
-13-

where E o is the stored energy of the magnet section at its
design current I and Jo is the matrix plus superconductor
current density at a magnet design current I.  

The EJ2 limit shown in equation 13 can be related directly
to the average stress σ in the coil conductor.  This
relationship is as follows:

EJ2 =
2

0

2
. -14-

Thus as in equation 8 the conductor average stress is related
directly to the current density in the conductor.  From
Equation 14, one can see that quench protection scales as
stress scales.  The only requirement is that the conductor
matrix dimensions must scale as R.  To first order, the design
current in the conductor I must also scale as R.

Quench-back has been looked at in the context of magnet
scaling[8].  Studies in reference 4 indicate that the voltage
needed to induce quench-back in a half-scale model coil is
almost double that of a full-scale magnet.  Quench-back does
not appear to scale very well.  Large diameter solenoids
appear to quench-back easier than small diameter solenoids.

V.  SCALING A 1 METER DIAMETER SOLENOID SYSTEM

A demonstration of how scaling can be used to model a
full sized 1-meter diameter 5 T solenoid that is part of a string
of solenoids is illustrated in Figure 2 and in Table 1.

Figure 2 A Schematic Representation of a Full Scale Solenoid
Magnet Section and a Half Scale Model of the Section
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TABLE I.  A COMPARISON OF STRESS AND QUENCH
BEHAVIOR FOR FULL AND HALF SCALE SOLENOIDS

Parameter Full Size Half Size

Magnet Section Physical Parameters
Induction on Axis (T) 5.0 5.0
Average Radius of Coil (mm) 500.0 250.0
Coil Section Length (mm) 1000.0 500.0
Coil Physical Thickness (mm) 36.4 20.4
Number of Layers 16 16
Number of Turns per Layer 244 238
Number of Turns per Coil 3904 3808
Coil Packing Fraction 0.858 0.747

Superconductor and Coil Parameters
Bare Conductor Size (mm) 2.0x4.0 1.0x2.0
Copper to S/C Ratio 9 4
Coil Current (A) 1019.2 522.4
Coil Current Density (A mm-2) 109.3 195.0
Matrix Current Density (A mm-2) 127.4 261.2
S/C Current Density (A mm-2) 1274 1306
Section Stored Energy (MJ) 7.813 0.977
Section Self Inductance (H) 15.04 7.157

Magnet Stress and Strain Parameters
Ave. Coil Stress w/o Shell (MPa) 159.3 163.2
Ave. Coil Strain w/o Shell (%) 0.107 0.109
Ave. Coil Stress with Shell (MPa) 134.0 137.3
Ave. Coil Strain with Shell (%) 0.090 0.092
Peak Field BJR Stress (MPa) 306.9 313.2

Quench Protection Parameters
Safe Quench Time Constant (sec) 16.08 3.40
Dump Resistance No QB (ohm) 0.935 2.105
Dump Voltage No QB (V) 953 1100
EJ2 Limit (A2 m -4 J) 1.27x1023 0.67x1023

Quench Velocity (m s-1) 1.20 4.07
Time for Coil to Quench (sec) >10.7 >2.1
Self-Protecting w/o QB Maybe Maybe
R for QB from RRR=25 Al (ohm) 0.030 0.112
Quench-Back Voltage (V) 30.5 58.5
Self-Protecting with QB Yes Yes

Coil Cost Factor (Full Size = 1) 1.00 0.23

The scaling laws say one should scale the superconductor
matrix dimensions with R.  As a result, the half scale magnet
coil is 20.4 mm compared to the 36.4-mm thick full-scale
coils.  The 2.2-mm of extra thickness is the layer to layer
electrical insulation, which does not scale.  There are fewer
turns per layer in the half scale coil than there are in the full-
scale coil, even though the bare matrix dimensions for the
superconductor in the half-scale model conductor are half that
of the full-scale model conductor.  The reason is that the turn
to turn insulation does not scale.  As a result, the current in
the half-scale model conductor is a little over half of the
current in the full-scale conductor.  The average stress and
BJR peak stresses are about 2 percent higher for the half-scale
magnet than for the full-scale magnet.  The voltage needed for
a safe discharge of the half-scale magnet is about 15 percent
larger than is needed for the full-scale magnet.  The primary
reason for this is the lower copper to superconductor ratio for
the half-scale model magnet conductor.

An aluminum shell on the outside of the coil does reduce
the stress in the coil.  This is true in both the full-scale and
half-scale magnets.  If the aluminum shell is made from
RRR=25 aluminum, quench-back can be induced at much
lower voltages than are needed to protect the coil in a quench
without the aluminum shell.  Because both the full scale and
the half scale coils go fully normal in a time that is less than
the safe quench time constant, they may be self protected
without a RRR=25 aluminum shell.  With the aluminum
shell present, quench-back will protect both coils without an
external quench protection system[5].

VI.  CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The construction of scale model magnets appears to be a
viable way of developing large superconducting solenoid
systems.  This report demonstrates scaling using a simple
solenoid.  If one follows the scaling laws correctly, complex
solenoid systems can also be modeled, provided all of the
solenoids in the system follow the scaling laws.  The scale-
model magnet exaggerates both the stress and the quench
protection problems compared to the full-scale magnet.  The
primary reasons for this are the increased percentages of
superconductor and insulation in the coils.  As a result, if the
scale-model magnet operates without training, the full-scale
magnet should also perform well.  Since magnet training and
related phenomena are strain related, modeling the full-scale
magnet system with a smaller scale model should permit one
to develop coil designs that do not train.   The cost of the
scale-model solenoid system is a fraction of the cost of a full-
scale solenoid magnet system.
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